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Abstract
Inheritance and delegation are often considered roughly equivalent, but their initialisation semantics are very different. Grace’s hopes to support both object- and class-based programming is greatly complicated by this difference.

1. Objects
Objects in Grace (an object-oriented, block-structured, gradually- and structurally-typed language) are created ex nihilo by object constructors [1, 2, 4, 6, 10].

```grace
def amelia = object {
    inherits cat.new("Amelia")
    def question = answer
    var capacity := 3
    print "The answer is {question}"
    method answer {39 + capacity}
}
```

Object constructors can define constants, variables, and methods: code initialising constants and methods is executed when it is encountered in the constructor body, along with any other inline code (the “print” statement.)

2. Inheritance from Classes
Grace aims to support classes as well as objects. The object above inherits from the cat class’s sole factory method new.

```grace
class cat.new(name : String) {
    def answer is public = name
    print "New cat {self}"
}
```

Initialisation occurs in the context of the final object: self is bound to amelia; the answer method overrides the cat’s. This supports a number of common programming idioms, but also causes a range of problems. Pragmatically, this imports many of the initialisation and undefinedness problems common to Java and its successors [5, 12, 15].

Conceptually, Grace claims to be an object-oriented language, one that can be understood without classes, but this kind of inheritance and initialisation is not easily explicable purely in terms of objects (why is cat’s answer method somehow overridden?) and the explanation is not compositional (writing “cat.new("Amelia")” in straight-line code creates a new cat object: why should an inherits clause change that?)

3. Delegation from Objects
Delegation can avoid the conceptual problems of classes and inheritance — objects can be understood without classes, and inherited (parts of) objects stand-alone and are created in exactly the same whether or not inherited [7-9, 11, 14]. On the other hand, programming patterns (like the explicit self in cat) will not bind to the “final” inheriting object; and debuggers must make the multiple super-part-objects explicit. Precisely because delegation borrows behaviour from pre-existing objects that become super-parts of the final object, the pre-existing objects can never be initialised in the context of the final object: every object has its own identity. Indeed, because they are pre-existing, super-part objects can become “shared parts” of many different final objects [3]. Concatenation (by value where delegation is by reference) has similar benefits and problems due to pre-existing super-part objects [13].

4. Traits
These problems can also be resolved by permitting delegation (or inheritance) only from traits — objects (or classes) without mutable state, without initialisation, and that do no explicitly or implicitly capture self. Unfortunately these restrictions make trait declarations quite different from object constructors: more different than class declarations.
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